PRODUCT DISCLAIMER
Natural wood, like all natural materials, has inherent differences in colour and grain pattern because of variations
caused by nature. Therefore, no two wooden items will ever be exactly identical.
Reclaimed timber is a natural product and may contain certain aged characteristics including but not limited to:
colour variation, nails / nail holes, saw marks, dents / scratches, mortise holes, insect holes, staining, tapering,
fading etc. Reclaimed wood dimensions will not necessarily be as exact as using brand new timber, therefore the
dimensions on the finished product can vary slightly. Appearances of reclaimed wood can also vary from board
to board even when sourced at the same time from the same place. All these factors give reclaimed timber its
unique and individual charm.
We advise you to keep the product in consistent, stable conditions to minimise the effects of temperature and
moisture change in the atmosphere. For example, avoiding placing the product close to a heat source such as a

gas heater or stoves.
Information and Disclaimer on Our Paints and Finishes
Every care is taken to ensure a good paint finish on our products. Most of our products are finished either by
brush and hand unless otherwise stated, and might, therefore, contain miniscule signs of this manual process,
including brush strokes and other small blemishes. We apply a three-step finishing process for our standard
finishes. We use only the finest finishes supplied by renowned manufacturers of fine paints and stains.
Information and Disclaimer on Our Colour and Fabric Finishes
Actual colours may vary due to products being made to order. It’s important to note that swatches may look
different on a real product than what you see on your computer monitor or smart phone. This is due to the fact
that every device has a different capability to display colours and that everyone sees these colours differently.
We try to edit our photos to show the products as life-like as possible, but please understand the actual colour
may vary slightly from your monitor.

